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Figure S1. Simulation geometry (2D-axisymmetric
S3
Model definition.
Diffusion inside the DGT sampler (without diffusive boundary layer).
We solve the steady-state diffusion equation in a 2D axisymmetric domain (Fig. S1 Top) ,
where the z-axis is the axis of symmetry.
with boundary conditions
where n is the outward normal vector.
S4
Diffusion inside the sampler and in the diffusive boundary layer.
We solve the steady-state diffusion equation in a 2D axisymmetric domain ( Fig. S1 Bottom) , where the z-axis is the axis of symmetry. Now we consider two domains with different diffusion coefficients, i.e.
where n is the outward normal vector. 
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S6
Linearized version of the full DGT equation (Eqn. 5). 1 Note that the thickness of the protective membrane is added to the diffusive gel thickness, as the diffusion coefficients are often indistinguishable. The thinner Δg, the steeper is the resulting profile plotted here.
